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belle’s half-sister has 

golden blood???

yup.

the rarest blood  
type in the world! Its official 
name is Rzrz or rhesus null, 

and only appr. 50 people in the 
whole world have it.

what is 
that?

so what is  
the connection to 

blood ties?

the girl had a  
shock when she found out.  
only just turned 18 and  

already she has to be careful 
not to ”leak”. that made her 

more than ready when someone 
from a particularly clingy  

society contacted her.

by the way,  
where is eugene?

he’s taking a 
double shift.

hmpf.
chicken!

>chuckle!<

you have to  
relieve him soon. he 

needs to sleep, and you 
need to brief him on the 

latest development.

...wait... 
”blood  
ties”!

yes, exactly.  
I think we finally found  

a clue to the name og aim  
of the sect.

I’m off to relieve  
eugene. what  
about you?

I’m off to see  
dottoressa  

calissi.

datamick?

can you do me a favour?  
please check belle’s registered 

blood type in both the french and 
the italian blood registry?

miracles are 
hackable!

?

no prob.  
but I assume it’ll 
be the same as it 

is in our own  
system. blood 
types don’t just 

change. that 
would be a  

miracle.
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heh! I thought so. belle has hacked her own 
blood type registry and 

changed it from a Rh+ to AB 
Rh-, the second rarest  

blood type in  
the world.

this made blood ties contact  
her the way they contacted  

enrichetta when her rare blood 
type was registered. the sect 

is selectively going for people 
with the rarest blood types in 

the world.

blood type?,  
you’re saying that  
blood type is the 

selection criterion 
of the sect?

looks like it. 
particularly 

golden blood is 
in high demand.

...still it is unclear  
why the sect is hanging 

out at castel  
sant’Angelo.

that is, indeed, 
strange...

...I wonder,  
could it be because 

of il passetto di  
borgo?

?? 
why?

Il passetto was built to 
be an escape route going 
directly from the castel 

to the vatican!

hmmm...  
I can actually get you  
access to the raphael 
room this afternoon.

??!?
fantastic!

... yes, at 2 o’clock a new  
publication of the vatican is being 
introduced at a reception. I can 
get you two tickets. remember 

to cover up shoulders and knees... 
and bags are not allowed.
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?

!?
erm... 

dorthea? yes?

why are you 
walking like 

that? Is it the 
shoes?

no.

the dress?
no.

muscle  
cramps? no.

?
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oooh! I know! you  
taped your desert  

eagle to your inner 
thigh!

then how about  
for once using a smaller 

pistol. a walther pkk,  
for example.

no! 
bags are not 
allowed here!

did you  
see this  
dress?

then put it in 
your pocket?

dammit, 
couldn’t you have 
brought a bag 

for it?

ahem!

??!? are you on 
drugs?

... so how long  
have you two been 

married?

eh.. hum. buon giorno,  
giovanna. eerm, we’re not married.  
this is my journalist colleague,  

nicky spence.

not married?  
I could have sworn...

hum... 
um, now what 

happens?

shortly  
kardinal calvadez  

will bid us welcome to 
the reception...

...consequently he will  
go through the publication.  

this is when you have the chance to 
leave the room discreetly. no one will 

stop you. the cardinals are already 
miffed about your cardinal- 

red dress.

benvenuti, tutti.  

oggi presentereremo 

la pubblicazione di  

vaticane fenomenale...
that is our  
cue. go!

rosso di 
cardinale. ma, 

insomma!

eh...?
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right. do we 
know where 

we are?

so-so!

well, it’s usually 
belle who knows 

this stuff - but I’m 
sure we’ll find it.

”so-so”?

right?

think 
so!

wait! swiss guard!

?
okay, 

quickly!



??
Ni...cky?

In! In!

what are...
...oh! yep!

?
?

?

>!!!<


